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You are just one step away from getting engrossed in the amazing world of gambling fun,
unparalleled entertainment and unmatched  quality brought to you by 888 Casino, one of
the world’s best places for gamblers. The casino is traded on  the London Stock Exchange
since 2005, has over 25 million registered users since 1997, and holds numerous
industry awards that  reflect casino’s excellence in almost every aspect. With a huge
selection of state-of-the-art games, 888 Casino has become an ultimate  destination for
gamblers around the globe.
General overview
Being friendly to both desktop and mobile
users, the casino gives an option to  play via a browser or download a high quality
casino app. 888 Casino is an accredited and certified online operator  that is regularly
evaluated for its compliance with the international standards, and the findings of
evaluations conducted by eCOGRA can  be viewed on the casino’s website. Deposit limits
depend on a payment method selected by a player and may vary  based on a player’s status
and account history. The minimum withdrawal amount is also determined by payment
systems and normally  starts atR$20 per transaction, while the maximum limit is set
atR$30,000 per month.
Collection of roulette games
The casino offers the following
 roulette games:
European Roulette. The roulette has 37 numbered pockets on the wheel.
The special features are Neighbor Bets, Hot/Cold numbers,  Autoplay, and more. The
roulette comes in three versions that have varying table limits: low stakes European
roulette ($0.5–$300), European  roulette ($1–$300), and high limit European roulette
($5–$2000). Some options specified above are not available on mobile devices;
The
roulette has  37 numbered pockets on the wheel. The special features are Neighbor Bets,
Hot/Cold numbers, Autoplay, and more. The roulette comes  in three versions that have
varying table limits: low stakes European roulette ($0.5–$300), European roulette
($1–$300), and high limit European  roulette ($5–$2000). Some options specified above
are not available on mobile devices; Deal or No Deal European Roulette (table limit:R$1
 toR$300). Based on a European roulette variant, the game offers a side bet. A player
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may get access to one  of the two bonus features depending on where the ball stops on
the wheel;
(table limit:R$1 toR$300). Based on a European  roulette variant, the game
offers a side bet. A player may get access to one of the two bonus features  depending
on where the ball stops on the wheel; 3D Roulette (table limit:R$0.5 toR$500). A
European roulette with call bets,  Turbo and Autoplay feature;
(table limit:R$0.5
toR$500). A European roulette with call bets, Turbo and Autoplay feature; American
Roulette (table limits:R$1  toR$300 andR$5 toR$2000). Extra features of the American
Roulette are neighbor bets, hot/cold numbers and autoplay. Compatible with
mobiles;
(table limits:R$1  toR$300 andR$5 toR$2000). Extra features of the American
Roulette are neighbor bets, hot/cold numbers and autoplay. Compatible with mobiles;
French  Roulette (table limit:R$1 toR$300);
(table limit:R$1 toR$300); 15+ live dealer
roulette games by Evolution Gaming. The minimum bet starts atR$0.5,R$1,R$2 orR$5,  while
the maximum limit in most games reachesR$40,000.
Bonus package
Betting in roulette
contributes 20% towards wagering requirements in all bonuses available  at 888 Casino.
First-time users are eligible to claim the 100% Welcome bonus up toR$200. The bonus
must be played  through 30 times before it can be withdrawn. There are also 2nd – 5th
deposit bonuses for new players that  must be claimed within 7 days following a
registration at the casino. To add diversity to the gameplay, 888 Casino  runs regular
tournaments and promotions for all players, including roulette enthusiasts.
visit
casino!
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Enter the site without logging in, find your favorite game and play.
We really want you to win, that's why we  have some promotions to give you a hand in securing
those juicy jackpots.
Make sure to keep an eye on them!  We also have a massive Welcome Package of up to USD
1500 with your first three deposits.
Sign up, log in,  make your first deposit and get all the benefits of being a Bodog Player.
We have more than 1000 casino games  including some Bodog exclusives designed for all types
of players, with an epic interface adapted to all screen sizes and  some incredible prizes.
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Atmospheric conditions continually change and the wheel itself has features that encourage
randomness � such as the size of the frets between the numbers and the diamond-shaped
obstacles that intercept the ball as it falls down to the wheel. This means that you cannot predict
the exact number where the ball will land.
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In European Roulette, the RTP is 97.3% no matter what you bet. This means that for every 100
you stake, you can expect to get 97.3. Of course, in the short term, you can win anything from
roulette because luck plays its part.
draw roulette
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